
I WANT TO BE A FOOTBALL PLAYER

Becoming a professional football player is not just a matter of being a but you still want to play football, join a local
league, or find camps.

The moral of this blog? These youth teams are more competitive, and more talent is required to pass the soccer
tryouts and be accepted. As a teenager my dream came true when I got to watch Chelsea live at Stamford
Bridge. So, 2 years ago suggesting you might make your living as a YouTuber was frowned upon â€” would
you be so brave today to suggest that this was not possible to a young person? In team trainings, you follow
what the coach wants the team to do, but not what you need to train as an individual player. He trained in his
own way! Thus, players must meet at least one of these three requirements to be a professional soccer player
in the USA. Fortunately, students from about 13 to 18 years old also have the opportunity to join high
performance soccer academies. Practice 10, hours! I guess my point is that young people are so exposed to
media â€” so more media savvy than we ever were at their age, possibilities of future career paths become
defined by their own and their peer group interests rather than any traditional approach to careers education,
knowledge and guidance from us. In some cases, families of dedicated and talented young players move so
that their children can play for these youth teams. During this young age, talented young players with the
potential to become great soccer players tend to attend summer soccer camps affiliated with great club teams
to improve their skills and expand their knowledge of the game. How did he get better? Step 5: Create a Killer
Video A promo video of yourself these days in the modern age of high-speed internet and YouTube is
essential to getting as much interest as possible. It was at this time, when I was 16 years old that I realised that
I really wanted to be one of those players on the pitch. Get family or friends to film you training and playing
and make sure the video quality is excellent. Step 2: Train 10, Hours Recent studies have found that the key to
success in any field is practicing a specific task for a total of around 10, hours. Even after signing a
professional contract, competition is fierce. However, unlike trainers and teachers at football clubs, teachers
and trainers at high performance academies place great importance on academic performance and encourage
students to perform in the classroom. They train on the youth team while living at the residence provided by
the football club and receiving an education at an international private school until they can sign professional
soccer contracts at age  That being said, the first team of a football club without a residence and a school for
their students is probably less successful. Want to be the next Ronaldo? Therefore, although still unlikely,
students on these youth teams have a greater chance of being directly signed onto the first team of the club.
Yes, there has been much said about the validity, relevance and longevity of Primary student career aspirations
when you take a snapshot so early in their educational journey â€” so we went into this project with eyes wide
open and the aim of exploring rather than guiding. To be invited to the MLS Superdraft, players must:. This
to. Back to the top How to become a professional soccer player in Europe: Step 3 Ages 16 - 21 At the age of
16, players are eligible to sign professional contracts. Therefore, education options at high performance
academies vary quite a bit. But that just inspired me even more. Prepared for the real world, students who
graduate from high performance academies sign professional soccer contracts, continue their education at the
university, or chose to enter the workforce. Five out of six signed players are released before the age of 
Players as young as 9 or 10 can join. One boy spoke at great length about the lifestyle commitment and focus
needed to achieve this dream job and the possibility of injury creating different job possibilities as a Coach,
Trainer or Sports Scientist. A few years ago I was delivering a careers Assembly looking at future jobs â€”
one youngster suggested that she had a future as a YouTuber, however one of the Teaching staff suggested
that this was not a job or a realistic possibility for a salaried position. I was beyond furious! So there you have
it, first 5 steps towards becoming the professional football soccer player you dreamed yourself of becoming. In
most cases, students are required to attend classes, but academic performance is overlooked.


